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Abstract. In this paper we present the design of a multidisciplined
problem solving environment (MPSE) for supporting an efficient pre-
diction capability for the response of multiscale interdisciplinary con-
tinuous interacting systems. This design takes into consideration infor-
mation technologies, coupled multiphysics sciences, and data-driveness
to steer adaptive modelling and simulation of the underlying systemic
behavior. The paper describes the design objectives and software ar-
chitecture of DDEMA in the context of two multidisciplinary applica-
tions related to material/structure design of supersonic platforms and
fire/material/environment interaction monitoring, assessment and man-
agement.

1 Introduction

Continuous interacting systems under the influence of coupled multifield loading
can exhibit static and dynamic behavior that is highly variable in space and time,
spans multiple scales, and sometimes has intense nonlinear interaction and re-
sponse. This is true especially for material/structural systems embedded in host
continua as in the case of structures interacting with surrounding fluids under
generalized loading conditions. The development of the multiphysics science and
technology that allows predicting behavioral characteristics of such interacting
systems is of utmost importance when it comes to their applications in contexts
driven by human needs. Examples of such applications are: a) Energy storing
and dissipating composite materials for supersonic and hypersonic multi-mission
conventional or uninhabited air vehicles for civil and defense applications. b) Ma-
terials and structures for the civil and defense infrastructure life extension and
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maintainability, such as smart materials and systems that can self-adjust when
a scheduled or unexpected restriction of their state space occurs. An example
would be high temperature structural composites that can change their mechan-
ical properties when exposed to sudden temperature gradients due to explosion
or mechanical damage.
Specific vertical industries must comply with consumer driven quality standards
and/or demands that introduce implicit requirements for reducing uncertainty
of simulated behavior. This has increased the crucial aspect of the validation and
verification of predictions, rendered by the computational environments used for
this purpose, up to the point of becoming one of the main areas if intensive work.
The main objective of our project is to develop a framework for applying spe-
cific Multidisciplinary Problem Solving Environments (MPSEs) to multidisci-
plinary applications. An instantiation of this framework will be a particular
MPSE, which will provide simulation based behavior prediction of fully identi-
fied systems as a consequence of applying inverse approaches along with massive
automated data acquisition during tests of continuous systems where the tests
are exhaustive of multidimensional stimulus-response spaces. Such a data-driven
framework will allow the experimental capturing of the multiphysics behavioral
characteristics of the continuous system, thus intrinsically ensuring the verifia-
bility and validity of simulations based on the testing. To develop and validate,
within the framework provided by this objective, the proposed data driven dis-
tributed MPSE will employ appropriate methodologies that will demonstrate
two main features. The first feature is a software encapsulation of multiphysics
data-driven constitutive characterization and model selection and encapsulation.
The second feature is heavy- and light-weight computational solution implemen-
tations and comparison for solving of multi domain coupling (i.e. aero-structural
interaction) problems. We will be referring to this data-driven MPSE as a Data
Driven Environment for Multiphysics Applications (DDEMA) thereafter.

2 MPSE Overview and DDEMA Specifications

Progress towards the solution of coupled multiphysics and multi-continua in-
teraction both from the constitutive and the field equation perspectives has
been scarce. There is significant progress however, when focus has been given to
computational implementations for a small number (mostly three) of interact-
ing fields and a number of active projects exist. Among them one can include
our development of the GasTurbLab [1], [2] multidisciplinary problem solving
environment (MPSE) that addresses the interactions between a stator, rotor,
and combustor in a gas turbine engine that has been implemented on a mobile
agent platform, utilizing a collaborating partial differential equations (PDEs)
methodology [3], [4]. In the area of fluid-structure-control interaction, we can
mention the advanced AERO computational platform. This platform comprises
the AERO-F, AERO-S, AERO-C and MATCHER suite of codes, [5],[6], de-
veloped at the University of Colorado for the solution on nonlinear transient
aeroelastic problems. They are portable, and run on a large variety of comput-
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ing platforms ranging from Unix workstations to shared as well as distributed
memory massively parallel computers. A generalization of AERO to an aerother-
moelastic implementation was recently achieved [7]. The case of aerostructural
coupling with an energy dissipative non-linear material response under a virtual
wind tunnel environment has also been initiated recently [8], [9]. The DDEMA
system will provide high confidence prediction capability through its data-driven
system modeling capability.

The DDEMA system will use network based distributed computing infrastruc-
tures and data and will provide a web-accessible user’s environment. The envi-
sioned computing infrastructure will have the following properties: (1) Compu-
tation will be partitioned into coarse-grain and fine-grain components and will
be executed in a loosely coupled fashion for the lightweight implementation, and
in tightly coupled fashion for the heavyweight implementation. (2) The system
will distribute dynamically the various components in order to adapt accord-
ing to resource availability and performance variations. (3) To enable automatic
adaptive modelling, the system will be minimizing the difference between stored
behavioral datasets and predicted behavioral datasets, in a design optimization
fashion, where the objective function and the potential constraints will be user
or system definable. (4) To enable optimal user customization and history main-
tenance of user-system interaction, a visual problem definition editor (VPDE)
will be developed and its user-invoked states will be archiveable and unarchive-
able (or serializable and deserializable) upon request. (5) To enable collective
and dynamic knowledge transfer among distributed points of entry and achieve
auto enhancement of simulation due to historical collective user experience, ab-
stractions of successful simulations and/or problem solutions as well as their
least upper bound (as a representation of the non conflicting historic common
asserted knowledge) will be maintained for all users with appropriate authoriza-
tion/authentication. (6) The system will deal with machine and programming
language heterogeneity problems while it will preserve platform independent
component communication by leveraging efficient and ubiquitous data exchange
formats and methodologies.

The proposed work will borrow design concepts from or build on top of: (1)
existing agent systems (e.g. [10]), (2) communications tools that achieve inter-
operability between different platforms (e.g. Java-RMI-IIOP [11]), (3) symbolic
algebra systems and sub systems for automating the field equation generation
process (e.g. MathTensor [12]), (4) flexible APIs for visual editing of user con-
trolled problem definition as well as 2D and 3D visualization (e.g. PTOLEMY-II
[13]), (5) high performance Java implementations for parallel computation over
distributed and shared memory architectures focused on intra-paradigm com-
patibility (e.g. ProactivePDC [14]) or message passing efficiency (e.g. Hyperion
[15]). Many of these technologies have already been proven to be appropriate for
rapid prototyping, involving traditional multiphysics and multi-scale models de-
veloped from different disciplines and organizations. What is crucially important
for this project is the clean, simple and flexible programming model of mobile or
static component systems, which is expected to facilitate the development of the
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overallÿenvisionedÿsystem.ÿBesidesÿmakingÿnecessaryÿadjustments/extensionsÿto
suchÿsystems,ÿourÿITÿdevelopmentÿworkÿwillÿalsoÿfocusÿonÿtransformingÿproven
butÿlargelyÿmonolithicÿlegacyÿcodesÿintoÿaÿsetÿofÿwellÿintegrated,ÿinteroperable
componentsÿ(viaÿwrappersÿbasedÿonÿtheÿJavaÿNativeÿInterfaceÿ(JNI)ÿ[16])ÿthat
canÿbeÿdistributedÿoverÿtheÿnetwork.

3ÿ SoftwareÿArchitectureÿofÿDDEMAÿBasedÿon

Data-DrivenessÿTimeÿModalities

Theÿapplicationÿdomainÿforÿtheÿvalidationÿofÿutilityÿ forÿDDEMAÿwillÿbeÿthat
a)ÿ ofÿ compositeÿ materialÿ structuresÿ inÿ theirÿ linearÿ andÿ nonlinearÿ behavioral
regimesÿwhenÿtheyÿinteractÿwithÿsurroundingÿfluidsÿunderÿmultiphysicsÿloading
conditionsÿprimarilyÿforÿmaterial/structuralÿdesignÿofÿsupersonicÿplatformÿandÿb)
fire-material-environmentÿinteraction,ÿmonitoring,ÿassessmentÿandÿmanagement
system.

Theÿtwoÿapplicationÿscenariosÿconsideredÿcanÿbeÿcharacterizedÿbyÿtheÿfollow-
ingÿdata-drivenessÿtimeÿmodalitiesÿwhichÿinfluenceÿtheÿsoftwareÿarchitectureÿof
DDEMA.ÿWeÿhaveÿidentifiedÿtheÿfollowingÿtwoÿtimeÿmodalities:

–ÿRealÿtimeÿ(unpredictable)ÿdataÿdrivenessÿwhereÿdata,ÿoriginatingÿfromÿsen-
sorÿnetworks,ÿeffectÿsystemicÿoperationalÿassessmentÿofÿintegrityÿandÿutility
measuresÿ(i.e.ÿfireÿeffectsÿonÿenvironmentÿandÿstructural/materialÿhealth).

–ÿPriorÿtimeÿ(operatorÿcontrollable)ÿdataÿdrivenessÿwhereÿmassiveÿdataÿfrom
automatedÿexperimentationÿareÿusedÿtoÿselect,ÿcalibrateÿandÿconstructÿbehav-
ioralÿmodelsÿforÿmaterials/structuresÿandÿfluidsÿrelatedÿtoÿdesign,ÿqualifica-
tionÿandÿpredictionÿscenariosÿ(i.e.ÿdesignÿofÿaÿnonlinearÿsupersonicÿplatform).
Thisÿcanÿalsoÿhaveÿaÿrealÿtimeÿcomponentÿasÿwellÿespeciallyÿifÿmodelÿselec-
tionÿisÿleftÿtoÿbeÿdeterminedÿbyÿ incomingÿsensorÿdataÿbothÿonÿlaboratory
andÿon-boardÿplatformÿ(ships,ÿsubmarinesÿetc)ÿsituations.

Throughout,ÿweÿwillÿuseÿtheseÿmodalitiesÿtoÿdescribeÿtheÿtwoÿproposedÿDDEMA
applicationÿarchitectures.

3.1ÿ Real-TimeÿSystem

Inÿthisÿsystemÿconfiguration,ÿweÿassumeÿthatÿtheÿon-boardÿuserÿhasÿtheÿmany
operationalÿobjectivesÿsomeÿofÿwhichÿare:

–ÿMonitor the health state of the area (e.g. entire platform, substructure, com-
ponent) of interest by observing continuous field distributions guided by in-
coming sensor datastreams originating from a distributed sensor network
that can be monitored from multiple points of entry.

– Simulate potential future states (“what-if” scenarios) of the system given cer-
tain hypothetical battle or situational escalation scenarios. This requires auto
conversion of actual operating conditions to corresponding boundary/initial
conditions, exploitation pre-computed field states to synthesize potential
field evolutions quickly for ”what-if” scenarios.
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– Based on input from the previous two items, the on-board users will be able
to make decisions and implement them by activating actuation mechanisms.
These require a dynamic analysis of simulated scenarios based on controlla-
bility of the systems,an impact analysis via a system that implements heuris-
tic knowledge management techniques, and an archival capability for future
re-usage and recording evaluative experiences of implemented decisions.

A high level schematic view of the so called real-time system architecture is de-
picted in Fig. 1, where the coarse grain functionality modules have been shown
from a data association perspective only. This diagram should be implementable
within the VPDE. Space limitations require that we do not expand on the defi-
nition of each one of the modules presented.

Fig.ÿ1.ÿAÿreal-timeÿsystemÿarchitecture.

3.2ÿ Prior-TimeÿSystem

Inÿthisÿsystemÿconfiguration,ÿweÿassumeÿthatÿtheÿlaboratoryÿorÿoff-boardÿuser,
whoÿcanÿbeÿaÿstructuralÿdesignerÿorÿsystemÿqualifierÿwhoÿneedsÿaccurateÿsystemic
stateÿbehaviorÿprediction,ÿhasÿsimilarÿoperationalÿobjectivesÿtoÿthatÿofÿtheÿreal-
timeÿmodality.ÿTheÿonlyÿdifferenceÿwillÿbeÿthatÿtheÿreal-timeÿcomponentÿwillÿnot
beÿpresent.ÿTheÿroleÿofÿtheÿincomingÿdataÿwillÿbeÿplayedÿbyÿtheÿmultidimensional
materialÿtestingÿdata-streamsÿforÿidentifyingÿconstitutiveÿbehaviorÿofÿmaterials
thatÿmayÿalsoÿguideÿmodelÿselectionÿandÿimplementation.
Thisÿrequirementsÿspecificationÿrepresentsÿtheÿstructuralÿsystemÿdesignÿandÿqual-
ificationÿutilizationÿofÿtheÿsystem.ÿTheÿhighÿlevelÿschematicÿviewÿofÿtheÿsoÿcalled
prior-timeÿ systemÿarchitectureÿ isÿdepictedÿbyÿ appropriateÿ adjustmentsÿ ofÿ the
architectureÿdepictedÿinÿFig.ÿ1.
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4 The Design of Middleware and User Interface

The plethora of available choices on computational infrastructure (hardware,
software, networking), see Sec. 2, along with specific domain of application and
user specific backgrounds and needs have introduced a large number of research
issues associated with the computational implementation of any MPSE. The
major of these issues are: (1) ability and optimization for computation over dis-
tributed resources, (2) ability for dynamic migrating component distribution, (3)
adaptive modeling capability, (4) user dependent customization, (5) collabora-
tive knowledge representation and interactivity, (6) dealing with heterogeneity of
legacy and new code, and finally (7) ability to sustain component fault tolerance.
To address several of the above issues, in the context of the data-driveness and
the two time modalities scenarios considered, the following middleware design is
proposed.

4.1 DDEMA Middleware

The design of the middleware is based on our experience from previous projects
implementation, such as GasTurbinLab [1]. It is presented in the context of
an agent-based middleware. New packages (e.g. Ptolemy II, [13]) are based on
a combination of computational domain “director” and “actor” dual concepts.
Actors can be thought as metamorphic agents with a visual incarnation in a
GUI, and therefore include the concept of the agent and accordingly we promote
their use in DDEMA.
Based on the issues, requirements, and data associations between functional
abstractions as they have been described above, we have decided on proposing
the following set of actors. A Director (or General Control Actor (GCA)), a
Finite Element Tear and Interconnect Actor (FETIA), a Communication Actor
(CA), Domain Actors (DA), Database Actor (DBA), and many I/O Actors (e.g.
Display Actor, Printer Actor, Sensor Actor, User Actor), see Fig. 2.
Each Actor has specific tasks and interactions with some of the other Actors.
However, we will not discuss here the individual responsibilities of each ac-
tor/agent due to the lack of space and we will allow the reader to infer some of
this functionality through the associations depicted in Fig. 2
In many cases the actors to be developed will have to be constructed such as they
encapsulate of existing codes like the AERO suite [5],[6] or their subcomponents.

4.2 DDEMA Realization and User Interface/VPDE

DDEMA’s realization will be based on two main operational modes: The appli-
cations design and the application use modes.
In the application design mode the designer will utilize the VPDE for designing
the actual application architecture in terms of data flow and message passing
diagram. In particular, a visual representation of the linguistic components avail-
able for composition through their visual incarnations within the VPDE will be
used. This is exactly why we plan to utilize an appropriately modified version
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Fig.ÿ2.ÿMiddlewareÿdesignÿinÿPtolemy’sÿVergilÿusedÿasÿaÿVPDE.

ofÿtheÿ“Vergil”ÿvisualÿeditorÿparadigmÿprovidedÿbyÿtheÿPtolemyÿIIÿ([13]),ÿsystem
whichÿalreadyÿcontainsÿaÿwellÿdocumentedÿspecificationÿforÿcreatingÿnewÿactors
andÿdirectors.ÿInÿthisÿmodeÿofÿusageÿDDEMA’sÿGUIÿwillÿbeÿthatÿofÿtheÿVPDE
basedÿonÿPtolemy-II.
Inÿtheÿapplicationÿuseÿmode,ÿtheÿuserÿwillÿtakeÿactionÿtoÿinitiateÿtheÿautomatic
generationÿofÿjavaÿsourceÿcodeÿorÿbytecodeÿthatÿimplementsÿtheÿapplicationÿfunc-
tionalityÿintended.ÿUponÿexecutionÿofÿtheÿbytecode,ÿtheÿuserÿwillÿbeÿpresented
withÿaÿstandÿaloneÿcustomÿmadeÿapplicationÿthatÿisÿtheÿresultÿofÿtheÿprevious
modeÿtoÿperformÿtheÿactivitiesÿassociatedÿwithÿtheÿcorrespondingÿusageÿrequire-
ments.ÿDuringÿthisÿphaseÿsecondaryÿprocessÿwillÿbeÿspawnedÿonÿtheÿappropriate
lightweightÿandÿheavyweightÿcomputationalÿinfrastructureÿavailableÿatÿhand.ÿIn
orderÿtoÿaddressÿissuesÿofÿparallelism,ÿdistribution,ÿconcurrency,ÿsecurityÿandÿpro-
cessÿmobility,ÿweÿwillÿfirstÿattemptÿtoÿintroduceÿanÿintermediateÿlayerÿbetween
theÿactualÿmissionÿfunctionalÿandÿactorÿviewÿlayers,ÿthatÿprovidesÿaÿunifiedÿset
ofÿresourcesÿforÿthisÿgoalÿsuchÿasÿInria’sÿProActiveÿlibraryÿ[14].ÿInÿthisÿcaseÿthe
GUIÿwillÿbeÿtheÿoneÿdefinedÿbyÿtheÿuserÿinÿtermsÿofÿtheÿpreviousÿstage.

5ÿ CaseÿStudies

5.1ÿ CoupledÿMultiphysicsÿofÿContinua:ÿMaterial/StructuralÿDesign
ofÿSupersonicÿPlatform

Ourÿ experienceÿwithÿ continuousÿmultiphysicsÿfieldÿ theoriesÿ [17],ÿ [18]ÿ suggests
thatÿtheÿdesignÿprocessÿofÿaÿstructureÿoftenÿrequiresÿtheÿusageÿofÿaÿtoolÿsuchÿas
DDEMAÿforÿestablishingÿoptimalÿmaterialÿcharacteristicsÿlikeÿfiber-matrixÿprop-
erties,ÿfiberÿorientation,ÿandÿlaminateÿlayupÿproperties,ÿandÿtheÿshapeÿtailoring
forÿanÿaircraftÿ-ÿorÿanÿaircraftÿcomponentÿsuchÿasÿaÿfuselage,ÿaÿwing,ÿorÿaÿcontrol
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surfaceÿ - ÿunderÿhighÿtemperatureÿandÿmechanicalÿ loadingÿconditionsÿ inflicted
fromÿaÿsupersonicÿmissionÿrequirement.
Intrinsicÿtoÿtheÿvalidityÿandÿconfidenceÿofÿanyÿaero-structuralÿsimulationÿareÿthe
utilizedÿcontinuousÿmodelsÿofÿmaterialÿbehavior.ÿItÿisÿexactlyÿthisÿareaÿofÿwhere
NRLsÿroboticÿtestingÿcapabilityÿalongÿwithÿhistoricalÿexhaustiveÿdataÿpertain-
ingÿ toÿ identificationÿofÿmaterialÿbehavior,ÿwillÿbeÿusedÿasÿ theÿ springboardÿto
launchÿanÿeffortÿforÿautomatingÿmodelÿselection,ÿimplementationÿandÿverifica-
tionÿmethodologies.ÿThisÿwillÿbeÿdoneÿbyÿconsideringÿallÿintrinsicÿandÿextrinsic,
wantedÿandÿunwantedÿfactorsÿ(uncontrolledÿbiasing,ÿnoise,ÿrepeatability,ÿhistory
dependenceÿetc)ÿeffectingÿdataÿqualityÿforÿtheÿintendedÿusageÿofÿmodelÿforma-
tion.ÿInformationÿtheoretic,ÿstatisticalÿandÿcertainlyÿdeterministicÿtechniquesÿfor
modelÿselectionÿand/orÿgenerationÿinÿtheÿcontextÿofÿcontinuousÿsystemÿidentifica-
tionÿandÿinverseÿapproachesÿwillÿbeÿencapsulatedÿinÿDDEMA.ÿThisÿwillÿexercise
theÿpriorÿtimeÿdata-drivenessÿaspectÿofÿtheÿsystem.
Weÿhaveÿalreadyÿdemonstratedÿthatÿitÿisÿpossibleÿtoÿdealÿwithÿmostÿofÿtheseÿissues
fromÿaÿsingleÿphysicsÿrapidÿmodelingÿperspectiveÿ[8],ÿ[9].ÿCurrently,ÿtheÿUniversity
ofÿColoradoÿmembersÿofÿourÿteamÿareÿpartÿofÿaÿresearchÿconsortiumÿinvestigat-
ingÿtheÿdevelopmentÿofÿaÿsupersonicÿaircraftÿshapingÿtechnologyÿforÿreducingÿthe
initialÿshockÿpressureÿriseÿcharacterizingÿtheÿgroundÿsignature.ÿHowever,ÿsuchÿa
QuietÿSupersonicÿPlatformÿ(QSP)requiresÿaÿlightweightÿairframe,ÿandÿwillÿex-
hibitÿanÿaero-structuralÿbehavior.ÿItsÿfeasibilityÿdependsÿnotÿonlyÿonÿtheÿability
toÿdesignÿaÿshapeÿthatÿgeneratesÿaÿlow-boomÿgroundÿsignature,ÿbutÿmostÿimpor-
tantlyÿonÿtheÿabilityÿtoÿbuildÿaÿlightweightÿhigh-stiffnessÿandÿdamageÿtolerant
structureÿthatÿcanÿwithstandÿtheÿexpectedÿaerodynamicÿandÿthermalÿloadings
forÿlong-rangeÿmissionsÿatÿaÿsustainedÿrate.ÿTherefore,ÿtheÿfinalÿdesignÿofÿaÿQSP
willÿhaveÿtoÿrelyÿonÿaÿmultidisciplinaryÿaero-thermo-structuralÿoptimization.ÿThe
DDEMAÿprovidesÿaÿuniqueÿopportunityÿtoÿcomplementÿourÿcurrentÿQSPÿeffort.
Fromÿtheÿrealÿtimeÿmodalityÿperspective,ÿanÿonÿboardÿversionÿofÿaÿparticular
runtimeÿversionÿofÿDDEMAÿcanÿbeÿutilizedÿtoÿexploitÿsensorÿoriginatedÿdatas-
treamsÿforÿhelpingÿresponsibleÿpersonnelÿtoÿtakeÿdecisionsÿaboutÿrestrictionsÿor
extensionsÿofÿtheÿplatformÿoperationalÿenvelopeÿbasedÿonÿdataÿdrivenÿsimula-
tionÿofÿpotentialÿoutcomesÿofÿstructuralÿhealthÿmetricsÿsuchÿasÿdissipatedÿenergy
density.ÿ MoreÿdetailsÿofÿhowÿthisÿexpressionÿofÿDDEMAÿcanÿevolveÿ isÿfurther
expandedÿbelowÿforÿtheÿcaseÿofÿourÿsecondÿapplication.

5.2ÿ Monitoring,ÿAssessment,ÿandÿManagementÿofÿFire-Material-
EnvironmentÿInteraction

Theÿabilityÿtoÿdealÿwithÿtheÿconsequencesÿofÿfire,ÿextendÿoverÿaÿwideÿrangeÿof
applicationÿareasÿthatÿhaveÿaÿdirectÿeffectÿonÿtheÿsurvivability,ÿabilityÿtoÿrepair,
maintainability,ÿlifeÿextensionÿandÿmissionÿgoalsÿattainmentÿofÿtheÿenvironments
andÿ structuralÿ platformsÿ effectedÿ byÿ it.ÿ Someÿ ofÿ theseÿ applicationÿ areasÿ can
involveÿtimeÿcriticalÿsituationsÿthatÿwhenÿtheyÿarise,ÿdemandÿdecision-making
supportÿforÿanÿaccurateÿmonitoringÿcapabilityÿsupplementedÿbyÿfireÿdamageÿas-
sessmentÿandÿmanagementÿandÿcontrolÿcountermeasuresÿcapabilities.ÿAÿpointÿin
caseÿareÿnavyÿvesselsÿbuildÿwithÿaÿgreatÿvarietyÿofÿmaterialsÿunderÿextremely
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demandingÿthreatÿconditionsÿ suchÿ asÿpossibleÿcatastrophicÿeventsÿdueÿtoÿ fuel
tanksÿproximity,ÿlimitedÿoxygenÿsupplyÿ(i.e.ÿsubmarines),ÿfireÿbyproductsÿtoxic-
ity,ÿstructuralÿandÿatmosphericÿdamage.
ToÿdemonstrateÿtheÿvalueÿofÿtheÿcoreÿideasÿbehindÿtheÿdevelopmentÿofÿDDEMA,
weÿplanÿdevelopÿaÿproofÿofÿconceptÿinstantiationÿofÿDDEMAÿwithinÿtheÿcontext
ofÿmanagingÿallÿrequiredÿactivitiesÿofÿanÿaccidentalÿfireÿinducedÿcrisisÿscenario.
Moreÿspecifically,ÿ thisÿapplicationÿofÿDDEMAÿshouldÿbeÿableÿtoÿprovideÿassis-
tanceÿtoÿtheÿusersÿbyÿ employingÿtheÿ followingÿ features:ÿ(1)ÿAbilityÿ toÿreceive
realÿtimeÿdatastreamsÿfromÿmultipleÿredundantÿdistributedÿsensorÿnetworksÿthat
allowÿcapturingÿofÿmultimodalÿpointÿorÿcontinuousÿdistributionsÿofÿvariousÿfield
quantitiesÿsuchÿasÿarea/volumeÿofÿliveÿflames,ÿtemperature,ÿchemicalÿbyproducts
concentrationsÿetc;ÿ(2)abilityÿforÿmulti-point-of-entryÿmonitoringÿwhereÿthisÿcan
beÿaccomplishedÿinÿmultipleÿlocationsÿsynchronouslyÿorÿasynchronously;ÿ(3)ÿco-
presentationÿofÿreactiveÿflowÿandÿreactiveÿphaseÿtransformationÿsimulationÿca-
pabilityÿwithÿmultiphysicsÿfluid-structureÿinteractionÿsimulationÿcapabilityÿthat
allowsÿ“what-if”ÿpredictionÿexplorationÿinÿorderÿtoÿbeÿableÿtoÿevaluateÿvalidity
ofÿdecisionsÿandÿalternativeÿcountermeasures;ÿ(4)ÿaÿdecisionÿsupportÿsubsystem,
inÿorderÿtoÿcombineÿsensorÿinputs,ÿsimulationÿresultsÿanalysisÿandÿuserÿchoices
basedÿonÿexperienceÿandÿknowledgeÿandÿformÿaÿcourseÿofÿactionÿcountermeasures
thatÿcanÿalsoÿbeÿsimulated;ÿ(5)ÿanÿinterfaceÿtoÿaÿcontrolÿsystemÿofÿanÿexisting
countermeasureÿdistributedÿactuationÿnetwork,ÿ inÿorderÿtoÿ implementÿ theÿde-
cidedÿmanagementÿstrategy.
Aÿsystemÿwithÿtheseÿcapabilitiesÿallowsÿforÿportabilityÿandÿwideÿapplicability.
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